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abstract
In this study, we consider an environment composed of a heterogeneous cluster of multicore-based
machines used to analyze satellite data. The workload involves large data sets and is subject to a deadline
constraint. Multiple applications, each represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG), are allocated to
a dedicated heterogeneous distributed computing system. Each vertex in the DAG represents a task
that needs to be executed and task execution times vary substantially across machines. The goal of this
research is to assign the tasks in applications to a heterogeneous multicore-based parallel system in
such a way that all applications complete before a common deadline, and their completion times are
robust against uncertainties in execution times. We define a measure that quantifies robustness in this
environment. We design, compare, and evaluate five static resource allocation heuristics that attempt
to maximize robustness. We consider six different scenarios with different ratios of computation versus
communication, and loose and tight deadlines.
© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In this study, we consider a heterogeneous computing (HC ) system based on multicore chips used to analyze satellite data. The
data processing applications used in the analysis typically require
computation on large data sets, and their execution may be subject
to a completion deadline. Multiple applications, each represented
as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of tasks, are to be assigned to an
HC system for execution. Each vertex in the DAG represents tasks
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that need to be executed and task execution times vary substantially across machines. The goal of this study is to assign tasks to
processors in such a way that all applications complete before a
common deadline, and the application completion times are robust against uncertainties in task execution times. The robustness
metric in this environment can be viewed as a quality of service
guarantee, i.e., we can guarantee that all tasks’ execution time can
increase by some factor without the need to fix the schedule. We
define a measure of robustness in this context, and we design, compare, and evaluate five static resource allocation heuristics that
attempt to maximize robustness and test them under a variety of
situations. We evaluate the performance of these heuristics in six
different scenarios.
The simulation environment used to compare and evaluate
these static resource allocation heuristics is motivated by similar
systems in use at DigitalGlobe [10] and the National Center for
Atmospheric Research [21] (NCAR). In these systems, data from a
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Fig. 1. The composition of compute node j.

satellite is received and distributed to storage units in the satellite data processing HC system, where there are (a) heterogeneous
hard drive (HD) access rates, (b) different computational capabilities across compute nodes, and (c) different data set sizes. This
satellite data processing system has the following characteristics:
(a) the initial allocation of satellite data to HDs is determined by
the resource allocation heuristic, (b) there is limited RAM available
at each compute node, (c) data items have to be explicitly staged
to and removed from RAM, (d) some tasks can be executed using
parallelization, and (e) transfer times between HD and RAM must
be taken into account. The simulation environment models this HC
system and the applications. In this environment and other similar
environments, e.g., the Adaptive and Reflective Middleware Systems shipboard environment [22], we need a static offline resource
allocation that can handle a large degree of uncertainty without
the need to do a run-time reallocation of resources to correct the
schedule.
The reason we assume the computation time can vary and not
the communication time is based on our assumed environment.
We consider the problem domain where applications are DAGs,
and the execution time of each task in the application is data dependent. The amount of data that needs to be transferred between
tasks may be independent of the content of the data set being processed by the task, e.g., the temperatures calculated for a given list
of coordinates. Also, for the systems at NCAR and Digital Globe,
the communications are within a single parallel machine, and the
transfer time between any two nodes remains a fixed function of
the data set size; we allow the bandwidth to be a function of the
pair of compute nodes communicating.
Each application requires only a subset of the total collection
of data that is downloaded from the satellite. Resource allocation
in this environment requires both selecting a location within the
system to store each satellite data item and mapping tasks to
compute nodes for execution; the mapping includes a decision
about using data parallelism and multiple cores for each task. All
applications and their required satellite data items are known prior
to the satellite collecting the data, so this is an instance of a static
resource allocation problem [1,6]. The general mapping problem is
NP-complete [8,11,14]; therefore, heuristics are required to obtain
a near-optimal allocation in a reasonable time.
Our contributions are (a) a model and simulation of a complex
multicore-based data processing environment that executes data
intensive applications, (b) a robustness metric for this environment, and (c) static resource allocation heuristics to maximize robustness using this metric.
In the next section, we will describe the problem statement.
Five heuristics are defined in Section 3. The related work is discussed in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 provide the results and conclusions, respectively.
2. Problem statement
2.1. System model
This HC system is composed of N compute nodes, where each
compute node j has dedicated storage (DS j )—composed of RAMj

Fig. 2. An example diagram of a DAG mapped to three compute nodes. The PE
shown in compute node 1 (PE1,1 ) is executing t1 that requires SD1 from compute
node 3. In this case, TD3 and TD7 on compute node 1 need to be transmitted to
compute node 2 for t6 . The result of t6 must be stored in an HD of the system, and
the time to store the result must be considered when calculating the makespan.

and HDj . Each compute node also has one to eight processing
elements (PEs), where each PE in our model may correspond to a
core in a real system. We make the simplifying assumption that
each PE may execute only one task at a time, i.e., no multi-tasking.
The PEs within a compute node are homogeneous, but are assumed
to be heterogeneous across compute nodes. Each compute node j
has νj PEs where the xth PE is denoted by PE j ,x (1 ≤ x ≤ νj ), and the

total number of PEs across all compute nodes is M (M =
j=1 νj ).
The composition of a compute node j is shown in Fig. 1.
The goal of resource allocations in this environment is to complete all applications before a common deadline (∆). Let appk be
the kth application. Each appk is divided into Tk tasks, represented
by a DAG. In the DAG, entry tasks require only satellite data and exit
tasks produce final results that must be stored on an HD. Without
loss of generality, we assume that there is a single entry task and a
single exit task for each DAG. Tasks may require both satellite data
sets, denoted by SDi , and data sets produced by other tasks, denoted by TDj . Within a compute node α , a data set can be located
in either RAM or the HD. The location of a data set (TD or SD) within
a compute node α is denoted by loc α , i.e., locα ∈ {RAMα , HDα }. An
example of a resource allocation of a DAG is shown in Fig. 2.
In each compute node, the RAM storage space is limited and
may be unable to store simultaneously all of the data sets currently
needed by tasks assigned to the PEs; however, each HD is assumed
to be large enough to store all SDs and TDs assigned to it. If a TD
in RAM is to be released, but is required later as an input to a
task, then it must be copied to the HD. Because all SDs are initially
stored on HDs, SDs do not need to be saved to the HD before
being overwritten in RAM. The heuristics can generate the initial
placement of satellite data among the compute nodes. The method
used to place the data is to ignore the data transfer cost for the
first task that uses the satellite data and place each satellite data
set on the compute node that requires it first. We compared this
to initially placing this data randomly and the heuristic approach
always performed comparable or better.
For this study, we assume all the input data sets required by
a task must be in local RAM before the task can start executing
and must remain in RAM until its execution is finished. The storage space in RAM for the output of a task must be reserved locally
before it begins execution. For a given compute node, that is the
destination for a TD, if there is space currently available in the destination RAM then the required data sets are sent directly to that
RAM. If there is no space currently available in the destination RAM,
then the required data is sent to the HD of the destination node.
When a space is needed in RAM for a new TD or SD, we evaluate
which data sets can be removed from RAM. We select for removal
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data sets that are not currently being used and have the fewest
remaining tasks that require them until we have freed the needed
space. A task cannot be assigned to a node if the required space
cannot be made available. If a TD that is removed is needed later,
it will copied to the HD to avoid lost data.
In this model, all PEs on the same compute node share dedicated
storage and network access. The time to access local RAM from a
PE is assumed to be part of the estimated task execution time. HD
access must be considered explicitly and is different for a read or a
write.
The network topology used for this study is a high performance
parallel interface (HiPPI) crossbar switch. Each compute node may
simultaneously transmit and receive one data set at a time, but may
not broadcast. Possible contention transmitting and receiving data
are handled by the resource allocation. The transfer rate of data
from one compute node to another depends on the data’s location
in both the source and the destination, i.e., RAM or HD.
Because there are two locations where data may be stored and
two compute nodes involved in the transfer, there are four cases of
data transfer within this system. In the first case, we wish to transfer data from RAM on a source compute node to RAM on a destination compute node. This transfer is only limited by network
bandwidth (the same for all compute nodes) because the bandwidth to RAM is always greater. In the second case, the transfer
rate of data from the HD on the source compute node to RAM on
the destination compute node is limited by the smaller of the network bandwidth and the read bandwidth of the source HD. In the
third case, the transfer rate of data from RAM on a source compute
node to HD on a destination compute node is limited to the smaller
of the network bandwidth and the write bandwidth of the destination HD. In the fourth case, the transfer rate of data from an HD on
the source compute node to the HD on the destination compute
node is limited by the smaller of the network bandwidth, the read
bandwidth from the source HD, and the write bandwidth to the
HD on the destination compute node. If the destination node is the
same as the source node the RAM to RAM and HD to HD transfer
times are zero because there is no data movement.
The characteristics of typical tasks are from suites provided by
the computing site (e.g., DigitalGlobe, NCAR). Thus, the estimated
computation time of these tasks can be determined by historical
information or experimentation. For each task ti , we assume that
an estimated time to compute on each compute node j has been
provided, denoted by ETC (i, j ), which is a common assumption in
the literature (e.g., [5,9,12,15,16,26,33]). The goal of this study is to
assign tasks to PEs so that unexpected increases in the estimated
task computation times do not cause the total time required to
complete all applications (makespan) to exceed ∆.
A subset of the tasks are designed to be decomposable for parallel execution within a single compute node. These decomposable
tasks are grouped into ‘‘good’’ parallel tasks and ‘‘worse’’ parallel
tasks, based on how amenable the task is to parallel processing.
For both ‘‘good’’ and ‘‘worse’’ parallel tasks, a divisor value is used
to scale the execution time depending on how many PEs a task is
using. This parallel execution time is denoted by ETC parallel (i, j ) =
ETC (i,j)
,
div isor

and the divisor values we use in the simulations are shown
in Table 1. In a real environment, these divisors can be estimated
based on experiments or algorithm parallelization analysis. In this
work, whenever a parallelizable task is assigned to a compute node
all idle PEs were assigned to execute the task. In our simulation environment, the amount of RAM in the compute node is a constraint
that can prevent all PEs from executing different tasks. Therefore,
parallelizing tasks makes more efficient use of the PEs.
In this simulation environment, a mapping consists of allocating
tasks to PEs in such a way that they obey precedence constraints
(both execution and communication). The order in which tasks
execute on a given PE does not change, nor does the order in which
the communication is done.
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Table 1
Divisor for parallel tasks.
Types of parallelism

Divisor for good parallel tasks
Divisor for worse parallel tasks

Number of PEs in use
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1
1

1.75
1.5

2.5
2

3.25
2.5

4
3

4.75
3.5

5.5
4

6.25
4.5

2.2. Robustness
A resource allocation is robust if it meets a given performance
criterion and is able to maintain this performance despite unexpected perturbations [3,23,27]. To quantitatively compare robustness among different possible resource allocations, three questions
about robustness must be answered [2]: (1) What behavior of the
system makes it robust? Our system is robust if all applications complete before a common deadline ∆. (2) What uncertainties is the
system robust against? The uncertainty is the difference between
the estimated execution time of each task and the actual data dependent execution time of each task. (3) How is system robustness
quantified? In this study, we define robustness of a given resource
allocation to be the smallest common percentage increase (ρ) for
all task execution times that causes the makespan to be equal to
the deadline ∆. Thus, the goal is to maximize the robustness metric, i.e., maximize ρ . An example of a resource allocation with a
robustness of 50% is shown in Fig. 3.
This is a different metric than makespan because we can have
two solutions with an equal or similar makespan and two very different robustness metrics (as discussed Section 5.2). The same is
true for any slack measure that is based on makespan. We want to
optimize our robustness to be able to finish executing our application before the deadline despite possible variation in computation
time.
2.3. Performance metric
In a real system, the execution times of all tasks will not be
increased by the same percentage. The execution times of some
tasks in a real system may even decrease. However, ρ can be used
as a suitable measure for robustness in this environment—it can be
viewed as a quality of service guarantee. The performance metric
for this study is ρ . For a given, fixed, static resource allocation, the
DAG makespan is monotonically non-decreasing as a function of ρ ;
i.e., as ρ increases, the execution times of the tasks increase, and,
hence, the makespan of the DAG either increases or stays the same
(but does not decrease).
Due to the complexity of the environment, it is difficult to identify a closed-form expression for ρ . Robustness is different than
just increasing the makespan by ρ , because of the impact introduced by the inter-compute node data transfers. Thus, a binary
search procedure is used to calculate ρ .
We calculate ρ based on a scale factor λ, where ρ = λ − 1. This
factor is used to scale the execution times. If ρ is negative, then the
resource allocation already exceeds the deadline, and hence, the
resource allocation is not a valid solution.
We structure the binary search for λ as follows: to calculate an
upper bound on λ, UBλ , first, for each PE, sum the ETC values of the
tasks assigned to that PE (this ignores communication times). Let
π be the maximum value of these sums among all PEs. The starting
value for the binary search is:
UBλ = ∆/π .

(1)

The binary search for the maximum λ will go between 0, and UBλ .
For each iteration of the binary search, we calculate the makespan
(including communication). We continue until increasing all task
execution times by λ, to the nearest hundredth gives a makespan
of ∆.
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Fig. 3. An example of a resource allocation is shown. Each of the execution times
for the tasks in (a) is increased by 50% with the results shown in (b). Note that the
communication times do not increase, and the makespan for (b) (equal to ∆) is
much less than the makespan in (a) increased by 50%. In (a), the makespan PE (the PE
that determines the makespan) is PE3,1 . After all task execution times are increased
by 50%, PE3,1 is no longer the makespan PE. This example intuitively shows how the
makespan is not a good measure of robustness.

Fig. 5. Procedure for estimating a completion time in our environment.

Fig. 6. Procedure to modify a total ordering used in MC MCT and Genitor.

The procedure for modifying a total ordering (based on the mutation in [30]) used to create multiple MC MCT solutions is shown in
Fig. 6. We monitored the generated solutions and in our trials we
did not have any repeated solutions. However, we did not limit the
mutation procedure to generate unique total ordering. This heuristic was used mostly as a baseline heuristic for comparison. Therefore, we do not think avoiding duplicate solutions would greatly
improve the performance of the heuristic.
3.3. Multicore Random Resource Allocation
Fig. 4. Procedure for generating a resource allocation using Multicore MCT.

3. Heuristics

The Multicore Random Resource Allocation heuristic uses an arbitrary total ordering and assigns the tasks (in order) to a randomly
selected PE. The procedure is the same as that of MC MCT except
that in step 2(a) of Fig. 4 we assign tasks to PEs randomly.

3.1. Common heuristic requirements
In this research, we require all the data to be in the RAM before
a task can start executing. All the heuristics that are described in
this section check that all the data is loaded into the RAM before a
task can start execution.
When assigning a parallel task, our heuristics, will use all available PEs within a node. Initially, we experimented with all possible
solutions (i.e., from one to the number of available PEs); however,
we found out that heuristics would almost always use all the available PEs. Therefore, we limited the possibilities of one PE or all idle
PEs to reduce the run time of the heuristic.
3.2. Multicore minimum completion time
The Multicore Minimum C ompletion T ime (MC MCT ) heuristic estimates the completion time of each resource allocation, and
assigns each task to the machine that gives it its minimum completion time. The MC MCT uses a known total ordering (linear ordering of all tasks in DAG that obey the precedence constraints) to
generate a resource allocation.
This heuristic is based on the concept used in the Minimum
Completion Time [14]. The main difference in this heuristic is that
we take into account the inclusion of RAM, the parallelization of
tasks, and we use an already generated valid total ordering to
assign the tasks.
The procedure for MC MCT is shown in Fig. 4. The procedure
used to calculate the estimated completion time is shown in Fig. 5.

3.4. Heterogeneous Robust Duplication
Overview
Heterogeneous Robust Duplication (HRD) is based on the concept in the Highest Critical Parents with Fast Duplication heuristic
introduced in [13]. The algorithm has a listing phase, where tasks
have their priority computed and are inserted into a queue based
on that priority. The algorithm then has a scheduling phase, where
the tasks are assigned to PEs in order of the queue. The significant
differences between this adaptation of the algorithm and the version in [13] are (a) optimizing ρ therefore the equations for the
scheduling phase and the mapping phase have to be adapted for
our robustness metric, (b) we have to take into consideration the
memory management problem of moving data from an HD to RAM,
and (c) we need to consider parallelizable tasks.
The listing phase
Let TT (dati,j , memoryα , memoryβ ) be the transfer time of dati,j
between the memory (HD or RAM) of the source compute node α
and the memory (HD or RAM) of the destination node β . We can
calculate the average transfer time (TTav erage (dati,j , α, β)) between
any pair of compute nodes as
TTav erage (dati,j , α, β) = (TT (dati,j , RAMα , HDβ )

+ TT (dati,j , HDα , RAMβ )
+ TT (dati,j , HDα, HDβ )
+ TT (dati,j , RAMα , RAMβ ))/4.

(2)
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Fig. 9. Procedure used to map tasks to machines for the HRD heuristic.

Fig. 7. An example of the AEST and ALST computation. AEST is calculated first
starting from t1 to t7 . After all AESTs are calculated, ALST of t7 is set to AEST of t7 (in
this case 31), and ALST of all the tasks from t7 to t1 is calculated.

Fig. 10. Procedure used to assign a task to a machine in the HRD heuristic.

Fig. 8. Procedure used to generate the HRD list.

The average communication time for transferring a data item
(dat i,j ) created by ti and consumed by tj between any pair of
compute nodes (ACT (dat i,j )) is calculated as
ACT (dati,j ) =

N 
N



TTav erage (dati,j , α, β) /N 2 .



(3)

α=1 β=1

The HRD calculates two values for each task, the Average
Earliest Start T ime (AEST ) and the Average Latest Start T ime (ALST ).
We traverse down the DAG computing AEST (ti ) for each task ti . We
define the average execution time of ti as AET (ti ):
AET (ti ) =

N


ETC (i, j) · νj /M .

(4)

j =1

Let pred(ti ) be the set of predecessor tasks for ti in the DAG, and
succ(ti ) be the set of successor tasks. We can calculate AEST (ti )
recursively:
AEST (tentry ) = 0,

(5)

AEST (ti ) =

(6)

max [AEST (tj ) + AET (tj ) + ACT (dati,j )].

tj ∈pred(ti )

To compute ALST (ti ) recursively, we traverse up the DAG, for
each task ti :
ALST (texit ) = AEST (texit ),

(7)

ALST (ti ) =

(8)

min [ALST (tj ) − ACT (dati,j )] − AET (ti ).

tj ∈succ (ti )

Tasks along the critical path (critical tasks) have ALST equal to AEST.
An example of this is shown in Fig. 7.
In the next part of the listing phase, a list L is built for the mapping phase, using the procedure from [13] shown in Fig. 8. The goal
of this total ordered list L (which respects precedence constraints)
procedure is to consider the critical task path (beginning with tentry
and ending with texit ) as soon as possible.

Mapping phase
For the mapping phase, a task tmap is dequeued from L. Assign
tmap to the PE that results in the maximum robustness value.
Multiple PEs may have the same robustness value. If ties occur then
we select the PE with the minimum completion time, equal to the
estimated ready time of the PE plus the execution time of tmap on
that PE. We repeat this until the queue is empty.
Reducing the communication may help increase ρ because this
reduction allows tmap and subsequent tasks to start and complete
sooner. It also reduces the network congestion, which can also
lead to an earlier completion time. In this study, we consider
duplicating a parent task on the same compute node as the child.
For this study, we consider one possible duplication scheme. In
this duplication scheme, we are not doing an exhaustive search of
possible duplication spots.
If there is an idle time slot just prior to the execution of a task
on a given PE it is denoted as the duplicate time slot (DTS). The DTS
for each PE is the start time of tmap minus the time when the PE
finishes executing the task it has before tmap starts execution. If the
DTS is large enough to hold the execution of the critical parent then
duplication is attempted, thus, eliminating the need to incur the
communication cost of the critical parent’s data set. For this study,
we attempted the duplication if the DTS was large enough. When
we evaluate the robustness of a given resource allocation with a
duplicated task, the duplicated task is invalidated if all of its data
is not available (or cannot be made available) at its scheduled start
time or it does not improve robustness. The procedure for the HRD
is shown in Fig. 9 (see Fig. 10).
3.5. Dynamic available tasks critical path
Base version
The Dynamic Available T asks C ritical Path (DATCP) heuristic is
based on the concept used in Dynamic Critical Path (DCP) heuristics [18]. It computes the critical path for every task and chooses the
ordering for mapping tasks using this critical path value. The significant differences between this adaptation of the algorithm and
the version in [18] are (a) optimizing ρ therefore the equations for
the scheduling phase and the mapping phase have to be adapted
for our robustness metric, (b) we have to take into consideration
the memory management problem of moving data from an HD to
RAM, and (c) we need to consider parallelizable tasks. Without loss
of generality, assume that all of the entry nodes of all application
DAGs have a common predecessor that is the pseudo-node entry
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Fig. 11. Procedure used to calculate the critical path of the DATCP heuristic.
Fig. 14. Procedure used to assign tasks to machines using dynamic levels.

Fig. 12. DATCP heuristic procedure used to generate a resource allocation.

Fig. 13. Procedure used to map tasks to machines for the DATCP heuristic.

task tpseudo entry . Similarly, assume that there is a unique exit node
tpseudo exit . The calculation of the critical path is a recursive process
that begins with tpseudo exit and finishes at tpseudo entry . Each task calculates its estimate of the average time to reach tpseudo exit and then
passes this time value to its predecessor tasks. The execution time
for a task is calculated using the average values across all compute
nodes (calculated using Eq. (4)).
The pseudo-code for the critical path calculation method is in
Fig. 11. After calculating the critical path, the next step of the
heuristic determines the list of available tasks, which are entry
tasks or tasks whose predecessors have been mapped. The available task with the longest critical path time is then mapped to the
PE that maximizes the robustness value. That task is then removed
from the list of available tasks and the process is repeated until all
tasks are mapped. The pseudo-code for this algorithm is listed in
Fig. 12.
Variation
A variation of this heuristic (DATCP-HRD) was implemented to
determine the effect of breaking ties between two allocations with
the same robustness. DATCP assigns the tasks to a PE on the compute node with the maximum number of PEs with the same robustness, and HRD assigns it to the PE that has the minimum
completion time. The DATCP-HRD variation is similar to the DATCP
heuristic except that step 4(a) uses Fig. 9 instead of 13.
3.6. Multicore dynamic levels
The Multicore Dynamic Levels MC DL heuristic is based on the
concept in [25]. The significant differences between this adaptation

of the algorithm and the version in [25] are (a) we have to take
into consideration the memory management problem of moving
data from an HD to RAM, and (b) we need to consider parallelizable
tasks.
In the MC DL heuristic, the static level of a task is computed as
an approximate time from the task node to the exit node along the
worst-case path based on average task execution times. Each task
has its own static time that represents how much computation is
needed to reach the exit task. This static time does not take into
account any allocation and does not change once it is calculated. A
data arrival time for a task is defined as the time when all required
input data for that task have arrived at a destination node and is
based on some given partial allocation beginning at the entry node.
The data arrival time tells us when the task will have the data that it
needs to begin executing. The dynamic level is the static level minus
the maximum of the data arrival time and the ready time of a PE
(the time when it finishes executing its previous task), all based on
the partial allocation. The mappable-task/machine pair with the
highest dynamic level value is selected for mapping. Intuitively,
the dynamic level value should give more priority to those tasks
that have a large amount of computation before they are done and
to the tasks that can start early. This dynamic level depends on
the state of the system due to previous task-to-PE assignments.
The difference between our work and [25] is that this version
assigns memory, schedules data transfers, and employs task level
parallelism in a multicore environment.
The static level SL(ti ) is calculated recursively using the following equation:
SL(texit ) = AET (texit )
SL(ti ) =

max

tj ∈succ (ti )

(9)

SL(tj ) + AET (ti ).





(10)

For each task (ti ) on a PE (PEj ), the current dynamic level is calculated before every task is assigned. Let S be the state of processing
and communication resources, DA(ti , PE j , S ) be the earliest time
that all the data transfer to ti (on PEj ) from its predecessors are
guaranteed to be completed, and TF (PE j , S ) be the time when the
task assigned to PEj finishes. The dynamic level of ti on PEj at state
S (DL (ti , PE j , S )) is calculated as follows:
DL(ti , PEj , S ) = SL(ti ) − max[TF (PEj , S ), DA(ti , PEj , S )].

(11)

The procedure for the Multicore Dynamic Levels is shown in Fig. 14.
The MC DL heuristic performs well for certain scenarios despite the
fact that it does not explicitly consider robustness.
3.7. Multicore Genitor
The Multicore Genitor heuristic is based on the concept of
the Genitor heuristic [31]. The version we adapted of Genitor is
based on the GA concepts shown in [24] and Genitor concepts
in [31]. The significant differences between this adaptation of the
algorithm and the version in [31] are (a) optimizing ρ therefore the
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equations for the scheduling phase and the mapping phase have
to be adapted for our robustness metric, (b) we have to take into
consideration the memory management problem of moving data
from an HD to RAM, and (c) we need to consider parallelizable
tasks.
The Genitor is a steady state heuristic that only does one
crossover and mutation operation per iteration and uses an ordered population to keep the best chromosomes (encountered during the simulation) in the population. In this study, we used the
robustness as the fitness function for the chromosomes. The results of the crossover and mutation are evaluated and inserted in
the population based on their robustness.
The chromosome used in the Multicore Genitor is based on the
work in [30]. The chromosome in [30] has two strings: a mapping
string and a scheduling
string. The mapping string is a vector of

length LN =
T
(recall
that Tk is the number of tasks in applik
∀k
cation k), where the ith entry in the chromosome represents task
ti (assume that LN tasks are uniquely numbered from 1 to LN), and
the value of the entry represents the PE where ti is assigned. The
scheduling string is also of length LN; however, the jth entry represents the jth task in a particular total ordering. The difference
between the Genitor heuristic in [30] and this paper is that Genitor in this paper maximizes robustness, stages data sets to RAM,
parallelizes tasks, and determines satellite placement. The full procedure for the Multicore Genitor is shown in Fig. 15, and the procedure for crossover is shown in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 15. Procedure used for resource allocation by the Multicore Genitor.

4. Related work
The research that discusses scheduling DAGs on multiprocessor
systems is extensive, e.g., [17–19,25,28,29,32,20]. In this section,
a comparison between our heuristics and existing heuristics is
presented.
We used the methodology described in [3] to derive a robustness metric that quantifies how robust our resource allocation is to
changes in task execution time. The robustness metric proposed in
this study is very different from the example used in [3].
The authors in [7] propose a system that uses random variables
to represent both computation and communication. Robustness
in the paper is increased by decreasing the average makespan
and decreasing the standard deviation of the makespan. In our
study, we use estimated execution times. We also do not have any
additional information about the probability density function of
our task execution times so we use a percentage.
The Modified Critical Path (MCP) algorithm developed in [32]
was designed for homogeneous systems and considers only one
application DAG. The heuristic determines the latest possible start
time of each task (constrained by the critical path length) and then
creates a list of tasks in the increasing order of these times. Tasks
are selected for mapping in the order of the list. The selected task
is then mapped to the machine that allows the earliest start time.
Thus, the heuristic attempts to start critical path tasks as early as
feasible. There are several differences between [32] and this study.
We focus on robustness against uncertainty in execution times and
consider a heterogeneous computing environment.
The authors in [25] developed the Dynamic Level Scheduling
(DLS) heuristic. The static level of a task is computed as an approximate time from the task node to the exit node along the worst-case
path on a heterogeneous system. A data arrival time for a task is defined as the time when all required input data arrive for a task at
a destination node. The dynamic level is the static level minus the
maximum of data arrival time and the time when the processing element is ready to execute a new task. The mappable task/machine
pair with the highest dynamic level value is selected for mapping.
While our heuristic builds on this work its performance metric is
different. The performance metric in [25] was makespan, and the

Fig. 16. Procedure used for crossover in the Multicore Genitor heuristic.

paper did not consider uncertainties or robustness. As indicated
earlier, minimizing makespan is not the same as maximizing our
robustness measure for DAGs.
The authors in [20] present the Recursive Convex Cluster Algorithm for resource allocation in a parallel and distributed system.
We focus on uncertainty in computation while [20] focuses on uncertainty in communication and because of this their techniques
are not appropriate for our problem.
The Dynamic Critical Path (DCP) heuristic developed in [18]
calculates the Absolute Earliest Start T imes (AbEST ) and Absolute
Latest Start T ime (AbLST ) for each task. A task is defined to be on the
critical path if its AbEST equals its AbLST. At each mapping event,
mappable tasks update their AbEST and AbLST to determine which
task is on the critical path. The critical path task is then mapped to
a compute node that minimizes the Earliest Start T ime (EST ) of the
task and the EST of its successor tasks. The DATCP heuristic differs
from the DCP heuristic in that the DCP heuristic does not have to
deal with uncertainty in task execution times and its performance
goal is makespan rather than robustness.
The work in [24] considers a heterogeneous ad hoc grid used
to compute an application composed of communicating sub-tasks.
Both this and our study consider the mapping problem of DAGs
in a heterogeneous computing environment; the heuristics in [24]
minimize the average battery power consumed while meeting a
makespan constraint. This paper focuses on maximizing the ability
of a resource allocation to tolerate the uncertainty of execution
times, while the work in [24] does not consider uncertainty. The
minimization of battery power consumed, as studied in [24], is
different than maximizing robustness presented in this study.
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Table 2
Simulation scenarios and their respective configurations.

5. Results
5.1. Simulation setup
Each simulation run consists of 50 trials each with 50 unique
applications, and each application is composed of 8–16 tasks
where the number of tasks is chosen with uniform probability. We
generate DAGs with unique entry and unique exit tasks. The DAGs
have a maximum fanout of 3, and a maximum fanin of 3, similar
to the example in Fig. 7. This type of DAG was used because it is
similar to the DAGs encountered in real-world environments like
DigitalGlobe.
The size of the SD and TD sets used in this simulation varies
from 1 to 20 GBytes. All compute nodes have 160 GBytes of RAM
(152 are used for staging data and the remaining 8 are assumed to
be used to buffer data in and out of the local HD). We assume that
each network link has a bandwidth of 512 Mbytes per second.
The HC system is composed of four compute nodes. Compute
node 1 has eight PEs, compute node 2 has four PEs, and finally
compute nodes 3 and 4 have two PEs. Note that all compute nodes
are sorted in the descending order based on the number of PEs. If
k is greater than j, then the ETC of computing ti on compute node j
(PE running individually) is less than or equal to its ETC on compute
node k. Note that even if two nodes have the same number
of PEs, they may still have different ETC values. The intuition
behind ordering the ETC-per-GByte in this manner is that newer
systems will have more cores per multiprocessor, and a PE in this
multiprocessor will be faster than a PE in an older multiprocessor.
The ETC values of a task are calculated by adding all the incoming data sets (SD and TD in GBytes) and multiplying this sum
by an ETC-per-GByte value generated using the coefficient of variation based method described in [4]. A high-task/high-computenode heterogeneity [4] is used to determine the ETC per GByte
value for the tasks within the DAGs. The heterogeneity values used
σ
to generate the ETCs per GByte are Vtask = µtask = 0.4 and
σ

task

Vmachine = µmachine = 0.3, and the mean (µtask ) is 1 s/Gbyte. Half
machine
of the tasks in the applications are parallelizable, with half of those
having ‘‘good’’ parallelism and half having ‘‘worse’’ parallelism (see
Table 1 in Section 2).
Additional parameters were created to vary the robustness: the
mean task computation time and task communication bandwidth.
The first parameter is αcomp ∈ ℜ, used to scale the computation by
a factor of αcomp ; and the second parameter is αcomm ∈ ℜ, used to
scale the communication bandwidth by a factor of 1/αcomm . Note
that an increase in the αcomm value will lead to a higher bandwidth
and therefore a smaller communication time. The tight and loose
deadlines are used to evaluate the heuristics in a situation where
it is easy to meet the deadline and a situation where it is not
easy. They were determined experimentally for each simulation
scenario. The six different scenarios simulated in this study are
shown in Table 2, where each scenario involved 50 tasks. The error
bars in each results figure show the 95% confidence intervals.
5.2. Simulation results

Medium computation and high communication
In this subsection, we consider two scenarios with medium
computation and high communication (i.e., αcomp = αcomm = 1).
Thus, in these scenarios, the communication times are long
compared to the computation times.
In Fig. 17, we can observe that both DATCP variations have the
best performance in terms of makespan and robustness. It is important to remember that the fitness functions used to assign tasks
to PEs in DATCP and DATCP-HRD are very different; however, their
performance is comparable. The scenario with αcomp and αcomm = 1
has long communication times compared to computation times.

Scenario

αcomp

αcomm

∆

1
2
3
4
5
6

Medium (1)
Medium (1)
Medium (1)
Medium (1)
High (2)
High (2)

High (1)
High (1)
Medium (1/3)
Medium (1/3)
Low (1/6)
Low (1/6)

Loose (15,500)
Tight (10,500)
Loose (8000)
Tight (6000)
Loose (8000)
Tight (6000)

The results with αcomp = 1, αcomm = 1, and ∆ = 10, 500
(tight deadline) show the DATCP and DATCP-HRD heuristics
significantly outperforming the other heuristics (both in makespan
and robustness). In this scenario, the HRD was barely able to keep a
robustness performance of 0 (makespan equal to deadline), the MC
MCT was on average not able to meet the deadline constraint, and
the MC Random heuristic did not make the deadline on any run.
For both of the scenarios, the DATCP heuristics are able to outperform the other heuristics because they use more information
than the other heuristics when determining the total ordering. In
our study, the DATCP provides a better total ordering because (a) it
does not use estimates, (b) it uses the state of the HC system when
it determines the next task that needs to be assigned, (c) uses critical path to determine the ordering, and (d) uses robustness to allocate tasks to PEs. The MC DL also uses the updated information
about the system state when it determines the ordering; however,
it does not use robustness to guide the resource allocation. The
MC Random heuristic had the worst performance and the highest
makespan, because it does not consider communication or computation. Therefore, it will often assign tasks from one application
across multiple compute nodes, and these tasks may be unable to
start executing quickly because of large communication delays in
transferring required data. The performance of Genitor is as good
as or better than the other heuristics because it contains the resource allocations generated by the DATCP and MC DL heuristics
in the initial population.
Medium computation and medium communication
For the results in Fig. 18, we reduced the average communication times by a factor of 1/3 (i.e., αcomp = 1 and αcomm = 1/3). This
causes the scheduling gaps created by cross-compute-node communication to be reduced significantly.
In Fig. 18 (loose deadline), the MC Genitor, DATCP and DATCPHRD outperform the other heuristics with regard to makespan;
however, in terms of robustness the MC Genitor, DATCP and
DATCP-HRD have comparable performance to MC DL heuristics.
The results in Fig. 18(b) show that even with the reduced communication times, when the deadline is tightened, the DATCP and
DATCP-HRD outperform the other heuristics (both in makespan
and robustness). In this scenario, the MC Random heuristic was
the worst performing heuristic; however the performance in the
medium/medium scenario vs. medium/high scenario improved
significantly. This was due to a reduction in the time it takes to
move a data set. It is interesting to see in this example that the
makespan of the Genitor heuristics is on average larger than the
average of the DATCP heuristic. This indicates that the MC Genitor
heuristic increased the makespan when it tries to maximize the robustness.
High computation and low communication:
For the results in Fig. 19, we increased the computation time by
a factor of two and reduced the average communication times by
a factor of six (i.e., αcomp = 2 and αcomm = 1/6). This drastically
reduces the gaps created by cross-compute-node communication.
This causes the makespan and robustness to be even more closely
correlated, as discussed later.
For the loose deadline scenario in Fig. 19, the MC DL heuristic
and the MC MCT heuristics have a comparable performance to
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(a) Robustness.
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(b) Robustness.

(c) Makespan.
Fig. 17. Medium computation and high communication: robustness results for the heuristics defined in Section 3 with αcomp = αcomm = 1 and (a) ∆ = 15, 500 (loose) and
(b) ∆ = 10, 500 (tight). Makespan for case (a) shown in (c). Makespan in case (b) has similar relative performance.

(a) Robustness.

(b) Robustness.

(c) Makespan.
Fig. 18. Medium computation and medium communication: robustness results for the heuristics defined in Section 3 with αcomp = 1 and αcomm = 1/3 and (a) ∆ = 8000
(loose) and (b) ∆ = 6000 (tight). Makespan for case (a) shown in (c). Makespan in case (b) has similar relative performance.
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(a) Robustness.

(b) Robustness.

(c) Makespan.
Fig. 19. High computation and low communication: robustness results for the heuristics defined in Section 3 with αcomp = 2 and αcomm = 1/6 and (a) ∆ = 8000 (loose)
and (b) ∆ = 6000 (tight). Makespan for case (a) shown in (c). Makespan in case (b) has similar relative performance.

the more elaborate heuristics. In fact, MC DL has overlapping
confidence intervals for robustness with the MC MCT, DATCP, and
DATCP-HRD heuristics. In this scenario, the HRD and MC random
are the worst performing heuristics. At the high/low scenario, MC
MCT is better because communication is very small therefore it
only relies on computation. Additionally, MC MCT evaluates 50
different total orderings and picks the best among those.
In Fig. 19(b), we see that the performance of DATCP is comparable to the best performing heuristics when we make the deadline
tighter. In this case, the performance of MC DL, MC MCT, DATCP,
and DATCP-HRD is comparable in robustness (overlapping confidence intervals). This occurs because (1) the high ratio of computation to communication causes the increase in computation to be
a larger factor than communication, and (2) the deadline is very
tight. When we compare the averages for the scenario shown in
Fig. 19(b) we can see that one heuristic had a positive average, i.e.,
MC Genitor heuristic.
Comparison of makespan vs. robustness with loose deadlines
In Fig. 20, the MC MCT heuristic was used to generate 20,000
resource allocations for a single trial, for a given scenario. The deadlines were made loose to avoid the heuristic from only finding solutions that had a makespan that was close to the deadline. The αcomp
and αcomm values for these scenarios were selected in relation to the
average computation time (average ETC per GB multiplied by the
average size) and the average communication time of a task over
the network (average size divided by network bandwidth). For example, when αcomp = 2 and αcomm = 1/6. This means that our ratio
of computation to communication changes from an initial x : y to
2x : y/6. The three cases shown represent a scenario where communication is dominant 20(a), communication and computation
are comparable 20(b), and computation is dominant 20(c).
It is interesting to see that as the computation time to communication time ratio increased, the robustness as a function of
makespan approaches the relationship of (∆/makespan) − 1. In
Fig. 20, a line showing (∆/makespan) − 1 is graphed to show how

makespan and robustness are related based on the computation
time and communication time ratio across the three cases (note
(∆/makespan) − 1 is the same for all cases). This line would be
equal to ρ if there was no communication and interdependency
between tasks (this is approximated in Fig. 20(c)). In general, we
can have two solutions with an equal or similar makespan and two
very different robustness metrics.
However, when communication is predominant then there is a
large deviation between (∆/makespan) − 1 and heuristic robustness. The results in Fig. 20 indicate that using our robustness metric is better than makespan in systems where communication is
greater or comparable to computation. This is because of the better performance of robustness based heuristics over heuristics that
just use makespan when there is more communication than computation. When communication times are small or close to negligible compared to computation times the makespan and the
robustness metric are correlated.
Summary
As shown in Fig. 20(a), when computation is medium (αcomp =
1) and communication is high (αcomm = 1) the robustness and
makespan are very loosely correlated. Therefore, using the robustness metric to guide a heuristic in this scenario is important. As
shown in Fig. 20(c), when computation is high (αcomp = 2) and
communication is low (αcomm = 1/6) the makespan and robustness are highly correlated. Therefore, in general, using the robustness metric does not yield a significant improvement over just
using makespan. The MC Genitor heuristic performed well in all environments; however, this is expected because it uses the DATCP,
DATCP-HRD, and MC-DL heuristics as seeds.
5.3. Heuristic execution time
The heuristics that ignored the robustness (MC MCT, MC RAND,
and MC-DL) were able to generate a resource allocation significantly faster those that considered robustness. The MC MCT, MC
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b

c

Fig. 20. Scatter plot of makespan vs. robustness for 20,000 resource allocations of the MC MCT heuristic in three different scenarios: (a) αcomp = 1, αcomm = 1, and
∆ = 15, 500; (b) αcomp = 1, αcomm = 1/3, and ∆ = 8000; and (c) αcomp = 2, αcomm = 1/6, and ∆ = 8000. Additionally, a line showing (∆/makespan) − 1 (square
markers) was graphed in (a)–(c) to show how makespan and robustness are related based on the computation time and communication time ratio across the three cases
(note (∆/makespan) − 1 is the same for all cases). Note that the x and y axes change for each graph.

RAND, and MC-DL all took approximately two minutes to run.
Heuristics that used robustness to calculate the schedule ran significantly slower; DATCP took on average approximately twelve
minutes, HRD took on average ten minutes, DATCP-HRD took on
average about 20 min, and Genitor took 60 min. Because these
heuristics would be executed offline in this static environment,
these longer runtimes are acceptable.
6. Conclusions
This study focused on using heuristics to allocate resources for
multiple applications (formed by DAGs of tasks) in an HC environment consisting of multicore chips. The goal of resource allocations is to meet the deadline constraint while being robust
against uncertainty in execution times. We modeled a heterogeneous computing system used for satellite image processing, defined a mathematical robustness metric, and created and evaluated
resource allocation heuristics that maximize this robustness metric. We showed that there is an important advantage in using robustness to guide the resource allocation done by the heuristics.
The full ordering of tasks generated by the heuristics (e.g.,
DATCP, MC DL, and HRD) is an important factor for making a good
allocation of resources in the system. This is made evident by the
experiment that substituted the fitness function used to assign
tasks in the DATCP heuristic with the function used for the HRD.
This experiment proved that there is a significant difference in
how the two fitness functions performed. As computation becomes
dominant over communication, the differences between heuristics
that minimize makespan and those that increase robustness
become less significant. This is because the makespan is more
dependent on increases in the computation time.
The MC Genitor was typically unable to improve significantly
the performance of the MC DL and DATCP heuristics. To observe
if the performance of the MC Genitor could be improved, it was

allowed to be executed longer for 5 of the 50 simulation trials. The
performance, in these trials, was only improved by 1%–2%.
An interesting addition to this study would be to evaluate how
these heuristics perform when we have larger systems. Another
possible extension to this work would be to have a different independent variable to modify the percentage increase in communication; this would allow us to understand the effect of an
increased communication time and how the heuristics perform
with this change.
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